


WHAT WE PROVIDED

RGP’S RESULTS

Enterprise-
Grade Rich 
Text Editing 
Tool

Increased 
client 
satisfaction: 

Premium support

Flexible plugins

Beautiful UX

Commercial licensing

10% fewer support 
conversations

Ability to better 
meet & exceed client 
expectations

More personal 
satisfaction in their 
product

The Client

The Challenge

RGP’S POLICYIQ DIVISION

HELPING CLIENTS NAVIGATE THE 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WORD AND HTML

RGP is a global consulting firm that enables rapid business 
outcomes by bringing together the right people to create 
transformative change. The policyIQ division manages RGP’s highly 
adaptable GRC technology, which is leveraged by companies of all 
sizes for multiple policy, compliance, and audit initiatives in one 
cost-effective platform. 

Chris Burd is the Vice President of the policyIQ team, which means it 
is her responsibility to manage the governance, risk and compliance 
application from development through sales and support. Ensuring 
that policyIQ continues to meet customer expectations is one of her 
primary goals. 

But in 2017, some of RGP’s clients were having trouble understanding 
the difference between Microsoft Word and HTML, and why 
documentation created in Word did not behave the way they 
expected when that documentation was pasted into policyIQ’s HTML 
fields. These clients became very frustrated.

So Chris asked Tiny for help. RGP had been using the TinyMCE editor 
for their product’s HTML fields for as long as Chris could remember. 
Fortunately, Tiny had the solution: the PowerPaste plugin.
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The Solution
A ROBUST RICH TEXT EDITOR WITH POWERPASTE

RGP likes TinyMCE because, as the market-leading HTML editor, it is intuitive and makes 
managing HTML fields easy.

They use TinyMCE especially for managing content and for their government compliance 
product—having a full suite of formatting options for policies and procedures is critical for 
meeting their clients’ needs.

RGP recently added PowerPaste and, in Chris’s opinion, it pays for itself. Being able to 
cleanly copy and paste content from Word, Excel, and other popular content tools and 
translate it into HTML is invaluable.

But the thing Chris values most about working with Tiny is how responsive and agile their 
support team is. She knows she can contact them whenever she needs to and receive a 
prompt answer. This level of support has helped her exceed client expectations on more 
than one occasion.

“PowerPaste takes Microsoft Word content and translates it into HTML. It was a 
relief to find a product that alleviated our main challenge.”
“

”

“We were constantly trying to help clients understand that Microsoft Word and 
HTML are not the same thing. Clients wanted our product to work a certain way, 
and we found ourselves making excuses when it didn’t, which resulted in lower 
client satisfaction.”

“

”



The Result
10% FEWER CUSTOMER SUPPORT CONVERSATIONS

Since adopting Tiny PowerPaste, Chris and her team have noticed that their overall support 
conversations have dropped by approximately 10%—and questions pertaining to their rich text 
editor have been effectively eliminated.

And while the reduction in support tickets is great for RGP, more important is that RGP’s clients 
are happier than ever. Chris’s team gets personal satisfaction from knowing that they’ve built 
amazing products for which they never need to make excuses.

“We used to field 3–5 questions every week related to our rich text editor; now that 
number is almost zero. As far as robust HTML editors go, we feel like we have the 
best option available.”

“
”



Join the platform that’s helping over 
1 million developers and thousands 

of customers create truly great 
writing experiences.

TinyMCE is an easy-to-use rich text editor, so you 
can focus on the content you’re creating, not the 

tool you’re using.

CONTACT US AT START@TINY.CLOUD TO GET STARTED

mailto:start@tiny.cloud

